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About the project
“EduGaming” project was developed based on the premise that educational games, which are approaching urgent
issues related to social exclusion, disempowerment and radicalisation of young people, as well as various global
challenges, are making a very big contribution to including young people, raising awareness and engaging diverse
target groups.
The main goal of the project was to build capacities of youth organization to contribute to a cohesive and active
society, through developing specific competencies in designing educational games addressing social and global issues.
Educational games are innovative board and card games, which serve as alternative methods of non-formal education
in work with young people. Their aim is to address certain issues in an interactive, thought provoking and engaging way.
The project team:
Snežana Bačlija Knoch
Andreea-Loredana Tudorache
Vladimir Budalić

Copyright disclaimer:
This game has been created and produced without lucrative purpose and is intended to be used as a free
educational tool. It has been developed, along with many other games, during the 2017 edition of “EduGaming”,
a training course about the design and implementation of educational board games through youth work
organized by The Youth Dialogue Programme and A.R.T.Fusion . This project has been funded with the support
of the Erasmus+ Program of the European Union .

CARDS EXPLAINED
Game is composed of cards only. Each card has the

FIRST ROUND
(round means that every player plays one time, 3 turns in 3 players, 4 turns in

Statement side and the Answer side. Statement side

4 players)

has different statements connected to drug abuse.

One by one each player takes two cards, keeping one card in their hand and

The answer side shows either

putting the second one on the table STATEMENT side up. They can decide

(false) or

(true),

indicating whether the statement on the card is true

which one they want to put down. (usually the one they are uncertain if it is

or false.

true or false).

SETTING UP
Cards are divided in “true” cards and “false” cards decks and put on the table,
statements side DOWN. Each player takes 4 TRUE and 4 FALSE cards.
Put rest of the cards (DECK) in the reachable middle of the table STATEMENT
side UP.
Each player shuffles their 8 cards and gives them to the person sitting LEFT
from the, statement side UP (so they don’t see if they are true or false).
Now each player can check their cards, holding them in the hands, so they
can see their STATEMENT side, while others may see their ANSWER side. THIS
APPLIES DURING THE WHOLE GAME UNTIL END FOR ALL THE CARDS HELD
BY ANY PLAYER.

WINNING CONDITIONS
Each player decides for themselves whether they want to collect true or false
cards, after they see their statements and they don’t say this to other players!
The winner is the person that has the biggest difference between the cards
they were collecting and the opposite ones. (e.g. the player is collecting false
cards and they collected 6 false and 2 true, so the difference is 4).

STARTING THE GAME

SECOND ROUND
ONWARDS
When it’s the turn of the player, they can do one of 3 ACTIONS.
Exchange cards - You choose a card from your hand read a statement and
reveal your answer for everybody. Then you give the card to any player and
they have to give you card (be his choice) in return, reading the statement,
revealing the answer.
Take two cards from the deck - You can take two cards from the top of the
DECK
Take card from the table - You can take one card from the table
FACTICS IS OVER - Available only after second round
(see End of the game section).

END OF THE GAME
After SECOND ROUND every player ON THEIR TURN is able to say "FACTICS IS
OVER". Once it is said, you reveal ANSWER side of your cards, and count the
difference.
Since Factics is short and there is so much more learning to discover, you can

Player who can guess time the most precisely starts the first game.

play more games, calculate the score after each of them and then at the end

Second game is started by player on their RIGHT.

decided the winner based on the overall score.

